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1.1 Introduction 
 
These materials are based on the national unit of competency RIICRC304D Maintain Sealed Roads. 
 
You will learn about: 
 

 Planning and preparing for work. 
 

 Storing, preparing and transporting materials. 
 

 Repairing damaged or wearing surfaces and edges. 
 

 Repairing pavement failures. 
 

 Repairing and sealing surface cracks. 
 

 Cleaning up the work area. 
 
 

 
Roads and pavements naturally break down over time. State and local 
governments have road management and maintenance programs, which include 
regular, scheduled inspections for identifying faults or problems. 
 
These inspections help to determine priorities and schedules for carrying out 
maintenance work and repairs to road surfaces, edges and pavements. 
 
Road maintenance programs are often planned on a yearly schedule as they rely 
on budgets and available funding. 
 

Different systems for marking distances and sections for repair may be used in different areas. Always remember to check 
that you are using the appropriate system so the correct area is repaired. 
 
 
 

1.2 Working Safely 
 
You must follow all safety rules and instructions when performing any work. If you are not sure about what you should 
do, ask your boss or supervisor. They will tell you what you need to do and how to do it in a safe way. 
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1.2.1 Health and Safety Rules 
 
Every workplace has to follow laws and rules to keep everyone safe. There are 4 main types: 
 

Rule Explanation 

Acts These are laws that you have to follow. 

Regulations These explain what the law means. 

Codes of Practice These are instructions on how to follow the law, based on industry standards. 

Australian Standards These tell you what the minimum requirement is for a job, product or hazard. 

 
Some states use OHS laws, and other states use WHS laws. They both talk about the same thing, but use different words 
or names for people. If you have any questions about safety rules you should talk to your boss or supervisor. 
 
 
 

1.2.2 Operations Documentation 
 
Before starting your work you need to make sure you have access to all operations documentation for the job. This will 
help you to do your work in the safest way and make sure all work is compliant. 
 
Operations documentation includes: 
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1.2.3 How to Keep Everyone Safe 
 
WHS law says that all companies and workers need to keep themselves and other people safe while they work. This is 
called a duty of care. 
 
To keep yourself and other workers safe you need to: 
 

 Follow your instructions. 
 

 Follow all workplace rules. 
 

 Make sure all equipment is safe to use. 
 

 Carry out your work safely. 
 

 Report any problems. 
 
If you think something is dangerous tell your boss or supervisor as soon as possible. 
 
 
 

Your worksite will also have instructions for working safely including: 
 

 Emergency procedures, including using fire fighting equipment, first aid and 
evacuation. 

 
 Handling hazardous materials. 

 
 Safe operating procedures. 

 
 Personal protective clothing and equipment. 

 
 Safe use of tools and equipment. 
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1.3 Work Instructions 
 
You need to be clear about what work you will be doing. Make sure you have everything about the job written down 
before you start. This includes what you will be doing, how you will be doing it and what equipment you will be using. 
 

Make sure you have all of the details about where you will be working. For example: 
 

 The Site – Is there clear access for all equipment? Are there buildings, 
structures, facilities or trees in the way? What are the ground conditions like?  

 
 The Weather – Is there wind, rain or other bad weather? Is it too dark? 

 
 Facilities and Services – Are there power lines or other overhead or 

underground services to think about? 
 

 Traffic – Are there people, vehicles or other equipment in the area that you 
need to think about? Do you need to get them moved out of the area? Do you 
need to set up barriers or signs? 

 
 Hazards – Are there dangerous materials to work around or think about? Will 

you be working close to power lines or other people? 
 

 
 
 
You also need to make sure you have all of the details about the kind of work you will be doing: 
 

 The Task – Where is the road maintenance required? How big is the damage? 
What type of maintenance is required? Does it need any special equipment? 

 
 Plant – What type of plant will be used? How big is it? How much room does it 

need? Can it safely access the site? 
 

 Attachments – What equipment will you need to maintain the road? Is the 
equipment available? 

 
 Communications – How are you going to communicate with other workers? 

 
 Procedures and Rules – Do you need any special permits or licences? Are there 

site rules that affect the way you will do the work? 
 
 

1.3.1 Reading and Checking Your Work Instructions 
 

All work needs to follow worksite, environment and company safety procedures. 
 
Procedures help to make sure that all work is done in a safe way, without damaging 
equipment or putting people in unsafe situations. They also help to make sure that work 
is done in the correct order and doesn’t interrupt or get in the way of other work that is 
happening on the site. 
 
Your work instructions will tell you the safest way to do the job, and the equipment that 
you will need to use.  
 
If you don’t know where to get your instructions or you can’t understand them, you can 
ask your boss or supervisor. They will tell you where to find your work instructions and 
explain what they mean. 
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1.3.2 Plans, Drawings and Sketches 
 
Some of your work instructions might be given to you in drawings and sketches. You will need to get the information out 
of these and use it to do your job. 
 
Project plans and drawings give you an overview of the site, for example: 

 
 Location of the site and road maintenance in relation to the surrounding area. 

 
 The position of structures, roads, access areas. 

 
 Layout of drainage lines. 

 
 Foundation details and landscaping features. 

 
Depending on the project, drawings may be very detailed or they could be simple sketches.  
 
You should learn about the conventions and symbols used in the plans and drawings so you can understand what the 
information means. 
 
 
 

1.3.3 Organising Your Work Activities 
 
After receiving and clarifying all of your work instructions and requirements, you will 
need to organise and plan for your work activities. 
 
Organise your tasks in the most efficient way that still meets the requirements of 
the worksite. It will allow you to plan for the time ahead to ensure that project 
timelines are met and followed. 
 
While you will be performing your own work activities you will also be involved with 
the activities of plant and machinery operators. This means you are required to 
sequence work activities and work with others on site concerning timing issues. 
 
 
 

 
 
A Work Method Statement (WMS) is a list of steps that outlines how a job will be done. It 
also includes any hazards that occur at each step, and what you need to do about them. 
These statements can also be known as Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS), Job Safety 
Analysis (JSA) or Safe Operating Procedure (SOP). 
 
Work method statements are a great tool for organising your work activities and making 
sure you have completed everything. This is because they outline the details of all tools, 
equipment and coordination with other workers relating to your job. Make sure all of these 
are available and ready before you start. 
 

 
 
 
Flexibility is important when organising your work priorities to allow you to re-
organise if: 
 

 Higher priority tasks arise. 
 

 Accidents occur. 
 

 Weather interferes. 
 

 There are unexpected conditions onsite. 
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1.3.4 Worksite Communications 
 
It is important to coordinate your activities with other workers when you are planning for and carrying out the work to 
make sure everyone knows: 
 

 The work being completed. 
 

 How, when and where you will be operating. 
 

 What they need to do. 
 
All workers on site must understand their own role and the roles of others before 
starting work. It helps to make sure work is done safely and efficiently. 
 

 
 
 
You will also need to alert personnel to any hazards you notice during your work activities, including changing work 
environments.  
 
People you may need to communicate and coordinate with on site include: 
 

 Supervisors and management. 
 

 Plant and vehicle operators. 
 

 Traffic controllers or other workers on the site. 
 

 Team leaders. 
 

 Site safety personnel. 
 

 Processing plant operators. 
 

 Maintenance workers. 
 

 Crane and float operators. 
 

 Contractors. 
 

 Inspectors, both internal and external, including WHS, environmental and 
quality assurance officers. 

 
 Site visitors. 

 
 
 
 

1.4 Identify and Manage Risks and Hazards 
 

Before you start work, you need to check for any hazards or risks in the area. 
 
A Hazard is a thing or situation with the potential to cause harm or damage. 
 
A Risk is the chance of a hazard causing harm or damage. 
 
If you find a hazard or risk you need to do something to control it. By lowering or 
removing risks we can make hazards less dangerous. This will help to make the 
workplace safer. 
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1.4.1 Identify Hazards 
 
Part of your job is to look around to see if you can find any hazards before you start any 
work. 
 
When you start checking for hazards, make sure you look everywhere. A good way to do 
this is to check: 
 

 Up high above your head. 
 

 All around you at eye level. 
 

 Down low on the ground (and also think about what is under the ground). 
 
 
 
 

 
Some hazards you should check for in the work area: 
 

 Chemical hazards – fuel, chemicals, contaminants, gases, dusts, hazardous 
substances or materials. 

 
 Environmental hazards – adjoining walls, structures, unstable or uneven 

terrain, holes and pot holes, excavations, trenches both open and recently 
filled, cuttings, embankments, over-hanging rocks, trees, dust and noise, 
unstable faces or areas. 

 
 Working at heights or in confined spaces. 

 
 Traffic conditions. 

 
 Equipment in use or unattended – vehicles, conveyors, fixed plant, 

overhead structures and services, abandoned equipment. 
 

 Material hazards – hazardous materials and substances, or the lifting and 
manual handling issues around materials. 

 
 Overhead structures and services. 

 
 People – site workers, non-inducted personnel, site visitors, others 

authorised or unauthorised. 
 

 Installed services – underground or above ground power lines, telephone 
lines, gas pipes, cables. 

 
 Structural hazards – fences, facilities, buildings, other structures or 

obstructions, poles, traffic areas, work zones, out of area zones, access 
points bridges, through traffic bridges, buildings. 

 
 Weather conditions – storms, heat, floods, fires, gas leaks, humidity. 

 
 Damaged or defective equipment – could include pressurised hoses and 

fastenings, non-pressurised hoses, ancillary machinery equipment, 
vandalised equipment. 
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1.4.2 Assess Risks 
 
Once you have identified the hazards on site or related to the work you will be doing you may be required to assess their 
risk level. 
 
Risk levels are worked out by looking at 2 factors: 
 

 
 
 
 
You can use a table like the one shown here to work out the risk level: 
 

 Consequence 

Likelihood 

1. Insignificant 2. Minor 
First Aid Required 

3. Moderate 
Medical Attention 

and Time Off Work 

4. Major 
Long Term Illness 
or Serious Injury 

5. Catastrophic 
Kill or Cause 

Permanent Disability 
or Illness 

1. Rare Low Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

2. Unlikely Low Low Moderate Moderate High 

3. Possible Low Moderate High High Extreme 

4. Likely Moderate Moderate High High Extreme 

5. Almost Certain Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 

 
 
 
 
 
For example, a hazard that has a Major consequence and is Almost Certain to occur has a risk level of Extreme. 
 

 Consequence 

Likelihood 

1. Insignificant 2. Minor 
First Aid Required 

3. Moderate 
Medical Attention 

and Time Off Work 

4. Major 
Long Term Illness 
or Serious Injury 

5. Catastrophic 
Kill or Cause 

Permanent Disability 
or Illness 

1. Rare Low Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

2. Unlikely Low Low Moderate Moderate High 

3. Possible Low Moderate High High Extreme 

4. Likely Moderate Moderate High High Extreme 

5. Almost Certain Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 
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The risk level will help you to work out what kind of action needs to be taken, and how soon you need to act.  
 
The table below is an example of a site risk policy: 
 

Risk Level Action 

Extreme 
This is an unacceptable risk level 
The task, process or activity must not proceed. 

High 

This is an unacceptable risk level 
The proposed activity can only proceed, provided that: 

1. The risk level has been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable using the hierarchy 
of risk controls. 

2. The risk controls must include those identified in legislation, Australian Standards, Codes 
of Practice etc. 

3. The risk assessment has been reviewed and approved by the Supervisor. 

4. A Safe Working Procedure or Work Method Statement has been prepared. 

The supervisor must review and document the effectiveness of the implemented risk controls. 

Moderate 

This is an unacceptable risk level 
The proposed activity can only proceed, provided that: 

1. The risk level has been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable using the hierarchy 
of risk controls. 

2. The risk assessment has been reviewed and approved by the Supervisor. 

3. A Safe Working Procedure or Work Method Statement has been prepared. 

Low The proposed task or process needs to be managed by documented routine procedures, which 
must include application of the hierarchy of controls. 

 
 
 
 
The action you take will depend on: 
 

 The organisation’s policies. 
 

 The worksite’s procedures. 
 

 Relevant laws and regulations. 
 
 
 
 

1.4.3 Control Hazards 
 
The best way to control hazards is to use the Hierarchy of Hazard Control. The Hierarchy of Hazard Control is the name 
given to a range of control methods used to eliminate or control hazards and risks in the workplace. 

 
You start at the top of the list and see if you can take away (eliminate) the 
hazard or danger.  
 
If you can’t take it away you move down the list to see if you can swap it for 
something safer (substitution).  
 
Keep working through the list until you find something that controls that 
hazard or danger.  
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This table shows you the 6 different types of controls in order from best to worst: 
 

Hierarchy Level Action 

1. Elimination Completely remove the hazard. This is the best kind of hazard control. 

2. Substitution Swap a dangerous work method or situation for one that is less dangerous. 

3. Isolation Isolate or restrict access to the hazard. 

4. Engineering Controls Use equipment to lower the risk level. 

5. Administrative Controls Site rules and policies attempt to control a hazard. 

6. Personal Protective Equipment The least effective control. Use PPE while you carry out your work. 

 
 
 
Hazard control measures need to be put in place before you start your work, or as soon 
as you see a hazard while you are doing your work. Hazard controls can sometimes be 
listed in your work instructions or you can ask your boss or supervisor for help. 
 
Talk to the other workers in the area to make sure they are aware of the control 
measures you have put in place. 
 
Once a hazard control is in place you will need to check to make sure it is working well 
to control the hazard or danger. 
 
Talk to your supervisor or safety officer if you are not sure if it is safe enough to carry 
out your work. If you think the hazard is still too dangerous you should not try to do 
the work. 
 
 
 
 

1.4.3.1 Personal Protective Equipment 
 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is clothing and equipment designed to lower the chance of you being hurt on the 
job. It is required to enter most work sites. 

 
It includes: 
 

 Head protection – hard hats and helmets. 
 

 Foot protection – non-slip work boots. 
 

 Hand protection – gloves. 
 

 Eye protection – goggles, visors or glasses. 
 

 Ear protection – plugs or muffs. 
 

 Breathing protection – masks or respirators. 
 

 Hi-visibility clothing – clothing that makes you stand out and lets other 
people know where you are. 

 
 Weather protection – clothing that protects you from the sun or from the 

cold. 
 

Make sure any PPE you are wearing is in good condition, fits well and is right for the job. 
 
If you find any PPE that is not in good condition, tag it and remove it from service. Tell your supervisor about the problem 
and they will organise to repair or replace the PPE. 
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1.4.3.2 Traffic Control Barricades and Signage 
 
In some cases you may need to isolate the work area. Set up barricades and 
signage to warn others that you are working in the area and that it is dangerous for 
them to come too close. 
 
Signage requirements will differ depending upon the location of the site. Highway 
signage requirements are different from rural roads or footpaths. 
 
 
 
 
Sites that could require signage may include: 
 

Site Type Signage Requirement 

Urban Environments All require signage but the number of signs will vary with the level of congestion 
or use. Low traffic or rural areas can have fewer signs than a major road. 

Off-Road and  
Un-Trafficked Areas Require isolation signage and restricted access signs. 

High-Use Areas Parking sites, pedestrian areas and buildings – signage could vary depending on 
the location. 

Open Trenches Any areas of open trenches should be signed and isolated from the public. 

 
 
 
On worksites it is often necessary to control the movement of traffic around and through the site. To do this there are two 
different types of traffic plans: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In the traffic or vehicle management plan, the signs on site that must be adhered to will be listed. Reading the plans will 
show you where particular signs should be and how to follow their instruction.  
 
Signs and barriers may include: 
 

 Danger or warning signs like speed limits, ‘workmen ahead’ or ‘reduce 
speed’. 

 
 Flashing lights. 

 
 Barricades, fences and cones. 

 
 Guide signs. 

 
 Arrow boards. 

 
 Bollards. 

 
 Portable traffic lights and signals. 

 
 Hazard markers. 
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Always make sure you are following organisational safety requirements and the manufacturer’s specifications for this task.  
 

Applying your site’s safe operating procedures and the instructions provided in the 
SDS will ensure that the safety of all personnel is maintained and that the quality 
of the materials is not compromised. 
 
It is important to ensure that all relevant information is gathered and followed for 
the particular situation. 
 
For example, when some materials and mixes are to be transported over a longer 
distance they may need to be transported in an insulated and watertight vehicle so 
that they maintain the required temperature or composition. Other mixes require 
additives to maintain temperature and composition over long distances. 

 
 
 
A general procedure for the loading and transportation of materials is: 
 

Step Explanation 

1. Position Vehicle 

The transport vehicle will need to be positioned for loading. This will usually be in a designated 
loading area. Always follow the haul circuit when moving into position. 

 

Ensure accurate vehicle positioning so that there is minimal spillage of materials. Spilled 
materials may not be able to be reused or may contaminate other materials or the environment. 

2. Load Materials 

Loading will be done using either a static or dynamic method. 
 Static loading is where the loading equipment is fixed in place e.g. a hopper. 

 Dynamic loading involves movement, usually of the loading equipment or plant e.g. an 
excavator or front end loader. 

 

Maintain communications with loading operators and monitor the loading process at all times. 

3. Secure Load This can include covering a truck tray with a tarp, canvas or other cover, securing valves or pins 
or other mechanisms that must be locked for transport. 

4. Transport Load 

Some materials require particular actions for transport. Hot mixes must be maintained at 
particular temperatures during transport to ensure they are stable and suitable once the 
maintenance site is reached. 

 

Always follow the material’s transport specifications to ensure they are delivered to site in the 
required condition. Transport requirements may also be detailed in sate/territory specifications. 

5. Discharge Load 

Loads may be discharged at a storage location, directly into plant or equipment or onto the 
road surface. Always follow the approved routes and check for hazards, such as overhead 
power lines before raising trays or ground stability in discharge areas. 

 

If discharging loads over the road surface, ensure the load is spread uniformly at the required 
rate and thickness. 
 

If discharging into placing and compacting equipment ensure clear communication is 
maintained with the plant operator and that the required discharge rate is followed. 
 

If discharging at a storage location ensure stockpile dimension limits are adhered to. 
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2.1 Repair and Maintain Roads and Pavements 
 
Every organisation conducting repairs to the road network will have specific procedures 
and techniques for maintaining and repairing sealed roads and pavements. 
 
These requirements will vary with the different road and pavement types, the materials 
used in the original construction, the type and extent of the fault, and the materials 
available for the work. 
 
It is vital that faults and failures are properly identified so that the most appropriate 
repair methods are applied. 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Identify Faults in Roads and Pavements 
 
The identification of faults in the roads and pavements under the control of your organisation will be carried out in 
conjunction with asset inspection summaries, guidelines and inspection checklists. 
 
These inspection checklists will outline: 

 
 The number of times in a set period an inspection needs to be done. 

Different types of road (e.g. highway, dirt road, detour road, council-
owned road, temporary road or pavement) will have a different number of 
required inspections. 

 
 Areas that need to be inspected, e.g. rest areas and truck bays. 

 
 Faults to look for such as: 

 Surface cracks. 
 Pavement failures. 
 Edge blow-outs and failures. 
 Pot holes. 
 Ruts and shoves (when material is displaced to form a bulge or heave 

alongside a depressed area). 
 Drainage problems. 
 Vegetation control. 

 
 
 
 
Once an inspection has been carried out, you need to record and report the details in 
accordance with your organisational requirements.  
 
There are 2 main ways your organisation might require you to identify faults and the 
appropriate repair methods to apply. 
 

1. A supervisor, co-worker or other designated person conducts a scheduled 
inspection and identifies any faults. You and your work team are then sent to 
carry out repairs at the location, applying the required techniques. 

 
2. You inspect the road yourself, looking for faults and determining the 

appropriate repair method. Using inspection checklists and guidelines, you will 
need to record and report the faults in accordance with organisational 
requirements. You will then carry out the repairs or maintenance work with 
your team, following standard procedures. 
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2.2.1 Types of Faults 
 
There are 5 main groups of faults found in pavements, which can lead to either pavement and edge damage or failure: 
 

 
 
 
All faults are the result of the effects of traffic loading (or fatigue) and/or environmental 
conditions, such as extreme heat or cold or the effects of rain and water. Often faults 
will arise from a combination of traffic loading and environmental factors. 
 
Each types of fault will have specified repair techniques. Identifying the type and 
severity of the fault will help determine the extent of repair needed. 
 
The type of the repair specified in work orders may also be influenced by budget 
requirements or longer term maintenance programs. For example, a large area, which 
would ideally be reclaimed or replaced, may only be repaired by sealing cracks, as it 
may be scheduled for replacement in the next maintenance cycle, or because it is a 
minor road. 
 
 

2.2.1.1 Surface Defects 
 
Surface defects involve problems with the surface layer only. These include: 
 

Surface Defect Explanation 

Polishing The aggregate on the pavement surface becomes worn by traffic, creating a low friction or 
slippery surface. 

Ravelling 
Material is lost from the pavement surface. First smaller, finer aggregate leaving rough patches 
and then larger aggregate breaks loose causing rougher surfaces. This is caused by inadequate 
binding of aggregate at the time of construction. 

Bleeding or 
Flushing 

Bleeding or flushing occurs when there is an excess of binder on the surface. This results in the 
road surface being more prone to skidding, particularly when wet. In hot weather the bitumen is 
likely to be picked up by vehicle tyres. 

Delamination 

Occurs in layered materials, where a small section of the wearing course is lost from the 
pavement surface. Possible causes include:  

 The layer under the wearing surface being weak or loose. 

 Inadequate cleaning or tack coat application before the upper layers are placed. 

 Water seeping through the pavement breaking the bond between the wearing surface 
and the layer below. 

 The surface binder adhering/sticking to vehicles tyres. 

 
 
Surface defect repairs are typically carried out by laying a new, thin wearing course 
over the existing surface. The repair materials used will usually be required to match 
the materials of the adjacent or surrounding road surface. 
 
All loose materials will need to be removed and the surface prepared in the appropriate 
manner. 
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2.2.1.2 Disintegration 
 
Disintegration is the gradual breaking up of the pavement into small, loose pieces. Potholes and ravelling are 2 types of 
disintegration. 
 
Disintegration has 2 main causes: 
 

 Mechanical dislodgement – traffic dislodges particles and aggregate from 
the road surface. 

 
 Loss of bond between aggregate and binder – can result from: 

 Dust on aggregate. 
 Aggregate segregation. 
 Inadequate compaction. 

 
Disintegration usually results in potholes and patch failure and if it is not repaired early on it can lead to pavement 
needing complete reconstruction. 
 
 
 

Potholes 
 
Bowl-shaped holes or depressions that extend into layers below the wearing 
course. Potholes generally have sharp, vertical edges and sides and most often 
occur when the surface course is thinner. 
 
Potholes most often occur when there is poor drainage, leading to weakening of 
the subsoil, and often begins with severe alligator cracking.  
 
Repair is carried out through excavation of the affected area, ensuring the 
removal of water, and then rebuilding of the affected layers. 

 
 
 
Patches 
 
A patch is an area of pavement that has been removed or excavated, then replaced 
(for example, with a pothole repair). 
 
If a patch fails (or disintegrates) it can lead to the failure of the surrounding 
pavement. It is therefore important that patches are properly formed, ensuring 
adequate bonding with existing pavement surfaces to ensure that water does not 
enter joins and lead to further disintegration of the pavement. 
 
 

2.2.1.3 Surface Deformation 
 
Surface deformation occurs when there is weakness in one or more layers. This causes pavement movement after 
construction and may also include cracking. 
 
The 5 basic surface deformation types are: 
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Surface Deformation Explanation 

Rutting 

Pavement materials are displaced, causing channels in the wheel path. In severe rutting cases 
water will be held in the ruts, which can lead to vehicles aquaplaning. 

 

Rutting results from a failure in one or more layers, with the width of the rut giving an 
indication of which layer has failed. 

 Very narrow ruts – surface failure. 

 Wide ruts – subgrade failure. 

 

Rutting is repaired in a number of ways, depending on the rutting severity. For example: 

 Minor surface rutting may be filled with micropaving or paver placed surface 
treatments (PPST). Both techniques place a thin layer of aggregate and bitumen 
emulsion over the road surface. 

 Deeper ruts may require shimming (filling in holes and ruts with bituminous asphalt to 
level the surface) before placing an overlay. The type of overlay to be used will be set 
out in work instructions. 

Corrugations 

Ripples in the pavement surface. Also called wash boarding due to the washboard-like 
distortions. This typically occurs where vehicles accelerate and decelerate. 

 

Corrugations may be caused by base layers being improperly compacted, but are more often 
caused by incorrect mixes used in the wearing course. 
 

Minor corrugations may be repaired with an overlay or surface milling, while severe 
corrugations require deeper milling and resurfacing. 

Shoving 

Shoving is where the surface layer bulges or deflects, usually parallel to the traffic direction. 
Like corrugations it often occurs where traffic slows or accelerates, as well as where they 
commonly turn. 

 

It is usually caused by: 

 Pavement strength or thickness being inadequate. 
 Pavement layers not being properly bonded. 

 Pavement edges not being properly contained. 

Swelling While corrugations and shoving are generally caused by issues with the surface layer, swelling 
is caused by problems with the layers below. 

Depressions 

A depression is a pavement area that is slightly lower than the surrounding and which may 
have cracking. They commonly fill with water after rain and are usually caused by layers 
beneath the surface layer consolidating or moving. 
 

Depressions may be repaired by applying a levelling course (sometimes called pre-level) prior to 
re-surfacing, or by excavating and rebuilding the affected area. If there are extensive 
depressions reconstruction may be required. 
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2.2.1.4 Cracking 
 
The most common types of cracking, their causes and common repair techniques are outlined in the table below. 
 

Cracking Type Explanation Example 

Fatigue Cracking 

Description: 
Often called alligator cracking or spiderwebbing 
because of the pattern formed by interconnected 
cracks, which create small, irregular shaped pieces. 

Will eventually lead to disintegration of the surface. 
Common Causes: 
Traffic loading or fatigue, resulting in the failure of the 
surface layer or base. 

Often leads to potholes forming. 

Also associated with base and drainage issues. 

Common Repair Method: 
Small areas – usually fixed with a patch or area repair. 

Large areas – usually fixed with reclamation or 
reconstruction. 

Drainage should be addressed in both cases. 

 

Longitudinal 
Cracking 

Description: 
Long cracks that run parallel to the centre of the road. 

Common Causes: 
Joint failures from poorly constructed or located joints, 
crack or joint reflection or pavement fatigue. 

May also be caused by changes in temperature leading 
to shrinkage. 

Common Repair Method: 
The cause must be properly identified so that the 
correct repair technique can be applied. 

Small, infrequent cracks can be repaired through 
sealing, while larger and numerous cracks may require 
removal and replacement of the wearing course with an 
overlay.  

Transverse Cracking 

Description: 
Form across the road, at right angles to the centre. 

Usually regularly spaced and begin as hairline cracks 
that widen over time. 
Common Causes: 
Similar causes to longitudinal cracking. 

Common Repair Method: 
Commonly repaired by sealing cracks. 

If not sealed, or sealed improperly, other cracks 
develop parallel to the first. 
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Cracking Type Explanation Example 

Block Cracking 

Description: 
Interconnected cracks that divide the pavement into 
irregular pieces or blocks. 
Common Causes: 
Can result from intersecting longitudinal and transverse 
cracks. 

May be caused by poor compaction during construction. 

Common Repair Method: 
Low severity cracking can be repaired by laying a thin 
wearing course, while more severe block cracking will 
require overlays and recycling. 

If the issue is a result of problems with the base 
reclamation or reconstruction will be required. 

 

Slippage Cracking 

Description: 
Half-moon cracks with both ends pointing towards 
oncoming traffic. 
Common Causes: 
Poor bonding between the asphalt layer and the layer 
below, often due to a lack of tack coat. 

Common Repair Method: 
Affected area must be removed and repaved, ensuring 
adequate tack coat.  

Reflective Cracking 

Description: 
Covered over cracks that appear in a new surface laid 
over the old, cracked surface. 

Common Causes: 
Not properly repairing cracks before laying new wearing 
course over the old, cracked wearing course. 

Common Repair Method: 
Repaired as for the type of cracks involved. Cracks 
must be repaired properly before a new wearing course 
is laid or else the cracks will again reflect in the new 
wearing layer. 

 

Edge Cracking 

Description: 
Typically start as crescents at the pavement edge and 
expand to resemble alligator cracking. 

Common Causes: 
Lack of support of the shoulder resulting from weak 
materials or excess moisture. 
Common Repair Method: 
Cracks of a low severity can be filled, while more severe 
cracks will need patching or replacement. Whether 
filling, patching or replacing, excess water needs to be 
removed and good materials used for rebuilding 
shoulders. 
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2.2.1.5 Edge Damage and Defects 
 
Edge damage and defects are those that occur where the road wearing surface meets the road shoulder or joins the kerb 
and channel (or gutter). 
 
Edge Breaks 
 
Edge breaks are one of the most common edge problems you will need to address when maintaining sealed roads. 

 
An edge break is a defect where the edge of the bituminous surface (the road 
wearing surface) is broken or irregular. 
 
Common causes of edge breaks include: 
 

 Worn road shoulder. 
 

 Inadequate pavement strength at the edge. 
 

 Water entering the pavement through the shoulder. 
 
The threshold for repair is usually when the edge break encroaches more than 
100mm into the designed road edge or onto the white edge line. 

 
 
 
Edge breaks need to be repaired to the required line and level, and so that the required road width is maintained. Repairs 
of edge breaks will generally involve: 
 

 
 
Once complete the finished repair should maintain the existing crossfall of the road surface, maintaining a smooth surface. 
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2.2.2 Extent and Severity of Faults 
 
The selection of the appropriate repair technique is usually based on two main factors: 
 

 
 
 
 
The severity of faults and cracks, particularly alligator/fatigue cracking, is generally categorised into three levels, 
depending on how bad the fault, cracking or damage is. The severity of cracks will help determine the best repair method. 
 

Severity of Fault/Crack Best Repair Method 

Low (or Slight) Severity 

Cracks are very narrow with very little to no deterioration of the surface. Cracking is 
usually isolated. 

A short term repair is sealing the cracks, which can extend the pavement life, but 
underlying causes will usually require further repair or replacement. 

Medium Severity 

Some interconnected cracking, with possible spalling (cracking, chipping or breaking of 
the asphalt, usually along joints or the edges of cracks). 

Sealing of cracks is possible, as long as it doesn’t create slick spots. Remove and 
replacement of the base and surface would be the better fix, as well as addressing any 
subsoil/subsurface drainage issues. 

High (or Extreme) Severity 

Moderate to severe spalling and interconnectedness, with cracking generally covering a 
larger area. Asphalt pieces may be loose or missing as well as water or subgrade 
materials present on the surface. 

Repair would be similar to that for medium severity cracking, with smaller areas best 
fixed with removal and replacement, while larger areas may require reclamation or 
replacement. 
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2.3 Repair Methods 
 
Identifying the fault type and the extent and severity of the fault will determine what type of repair needs to be 
completed and when. Repair techniques may also alter depending on the materials used e.g. hot mix or cold-mix. 
 
In deciding on the appropriate repair method and material process you will need to consider: 
 

 The size and width of the fault. 
 

 The total area of the road and/or pavement impacted by the fault. 
 

 Existing surface drainage conditions. Inappropriate drainage can affect 
the adherence and stability of the repair materials, including sealant 
and emulsions. 

 
 Environmental conditions at the site. 

 
 Organisational procedures and processes. 

 
 
 
 
 
Repairs can generally be put into the following categories: 
 

 
 
There will be specific procedures for each type of repair and the materials to be used. Some fault repairs will require a 
combination of techniques. Always follow the correct procedure to ensure repairs are effective 
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2.6.1 Hot Pour 
 
Hot pour sealants use a material that is heated to high temperatures for 
application. The sealant is typically made from bitumen with or without a 
modifier such as rubber. 
 
The sealant must be heated in a specially designed machine, called an oil-
jacketed unit, commonly mounted on a trailer and towed behind a maintenance 
vehicle. A pump is then used to dispense the hot pour sealant via hoses to a 
wand with a nozzle. 
 
Hot pour cannot be applied if the pavement surface is moist and damp. 
 
 
 
The hot pour sealing method typically involves: 
 

 
 
Hot pour can be a hazard, due to the temperature and chemicals. Always wear the appropriate PPE, including gloves, 
goggles and boots, and follow the SDS provided by the manufacturer to ensure safe handling. 
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2.6.2 Cold Pour 
 

Cold sealants do not require heating and can be applied at ambient temperatures. 
The cold pour material is a bituminous emulsion, similar to that used for tack coat, 
and contains water particles. During the curing of the sealant the water evaporates 
leaving the bituminous materials. 
 
Cold pour materials have some advantage over hot pour because they can be 
applied when the pavement surface is moist and damp, as well as in higher 
humidity situations, although higher humidity can cause the sealant to take longer 
to cure. It is also safer as there is no need to heat the material. 
 
Cold pour will also penetrate more easily into the crack due to the lower viscosity (it 
is a thinner or runnier material then hot pour). This reduces the need for routing 
and therefore the time and personnel needed for the repair. 
 

 
 
Cold pour sealing involves a similar application process to hot pour, except routing is usually not required. That is: 
 

 
 
Some types of cold pour can take up to 4 hours to cure or dry effectively which may need to be taken into consideration 
when deciding on the best repair method and material. 
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2.6.3 Seal Surface 
 
When sealing the crack with the squeegee most situation require a flush finish, where the seal filler and pavement surface 
are the same level.  
 
In some cases a different finish is required. Common finishes are shown in the table. 
 

Crack Filling (no routing) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Flush Fill Capped Simple Overband 

 

Crack Sealing with Routing 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Reservoir and Flush Fill Reservoir and Flush Fill with 
Backer Rod Reservoir and Overband 

 
 

 
 

Shallow Reservoir and Overband Reservoir and Recessed Finish 
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2.7 General Repair Techniques 
 
There are techniques and process that are used in most repairs. These are explained here in more detail. 
 

 
 
 

2.7.1 Removing Water and Loose Material 
 
The success of any repair greatly relies on the successful binding and adherence of the new materials to the existing 
pavement layers. How long a repair will last depends on the adhesion between the binding agent and the structural 
material or aggregate, or the sealant and existing surface. 
 
Ensure the area is properly prepared and where applicable cleaned. Any excess materials must be removed, including: 
 

 
 
 
 
Water needs to be removed so that the materials being used to fill and repair the 
fault will bind properly. The most common method for removing water or moisture 
from an affected area is by drying with air or heat. Sometimes absorbent materials 
are placed in the base of the hole and then removed before repair work begins or 
followed up with air or heat drying. 
 
If too much water is present, most organisations encourage you to leave the work 
until the area has dried sufficiently. 
 
 
 
 

 
The removal of water will allow you to see any loose materials that may be present 
in the damaged section. These must be taken out to prevent any problems with 
contamination or adherence of the repair materials.  
 
This process may include physically removing the loose materials before sweeping 
out loose gravel or aggregate. You may also need to use a wire brush to ensure the 
removal of sand or dirt. Compressed air is often also used to ensure a clean surface. 
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2.7.2 Trimming the Repair Section 
 
The damaged section will often be trimmed to prepare the base and sides according to the specifications for the task. 

 
In trimming the damaged section you will be cutting the edges and clearing 
away any protruding materials. This is necessary to ensure the repair material 
will bond with the base and sides of the area.  
 
It is important to trim away all damaged or fault affected areas, so the trim will 
need to extend into unaffected pavement. 
 
Any trimmed materials need to be disposed of or recycled according to 
guidelines and specification. 

 
 
 
 
After trimming, the base and sides will need preparing, usually through cleaning and the application of a tack coat or 
bituminous emulsion. 
 
Tack coat or bituminous emulsion will have specified application processes, as 
well as specifications relating to the required temperature during use. 
 
There will also be information about the time required between application of 
the tack coat or emulsion and the asphalt materials. This time usually indicates 
when the tack or emulsion has broken, which usually refers to when the required 
amount of water has evaporated. In some cases there will be a change in colour 
when the break occurs and is ready for asphalt application. 
 
They should be applied in a uniform layer, usually either through spraying or 
coating/painting with a brush, ensuring the correct amount is applied. 
 
 
 
Tack coats and emulsions should only be applied to the required area. You should take care not to apply it in other areas, 
as this is considered to be contamination and has to be removed at the expense of the organisation. 
 
Any tack coat or emulsion used must be: 
 

 
 
As well as being used on the sides and based of dig-outs and potholes tack coats may also be used as a binding agent 
between lifts in wearing course construction. 
 
Always follow your site procedures, which are based on the nature of the repairs and the products and materials being 
used.  
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2.7.3 Placing and Compacting Materials 
 

With the damaged edge or worn surface now trimmed, cleaned and tack coated, 
the appropriate material must be placed into the area and compacted. 
 
The application of materials will depend on the material type, such as hot or cold 
mix asphalt or aggregate mixes, and the layer being placed (base, sub-base, 
wearing course). 
 
Always make sure the materials used are of the appropriate grade or mix and 
are approved for use on the repair. The goal is good adherence so similar 
materials to the surrounding pavement is often chosen for use. 

 
 
 
The size of the pavement failure and the type of repair materials will determine 
the method of compaction to be applied.  
 

 Smaller holes can be compacted using hand-held implements such as 
plate compactors. 

 
 Larger holes will need mechanical compaction using approved 

equipment, such as pneumatic tyred rollers and vibratory rollers. 
 
You may be required to use a pedestrian roller, vibrating plates (e.g. wacker-
packer), larger plant such as a roller, or other equipment specified by your 
worksite. 
 
 
 
 

If working with plant or machinery operators during the repairs always follow 
approved communication procedures to make sure the work is done correctly 
and safely. 
 
At all times the edges of the reworked area should be level with the existing 
surface.  
 
All vehicles using the road should be able to move smoothly over the surface 
with minimal bumping and maximum stability. 

 
Once the damaged section has been filled and compacted, sweep the area to make sure no debris or excess materials are 
left behind. 
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2.7.4 Excavating Pavements 
 

In some cases, particularly large scale pavement failures and dig-out repairs, the 
existing pavement will require more extensive excavation. 
 
This is done to ensure all affected layers are removed and can be properly replaced 
to create a firm base for repairs and/or repaving. This will help prevent the 
reoccurrence of pavement failures and faults. 
 
Work instructions and your supervisor will detail the depth of the required 
excavation as well as the required length and width. 
 
Depending on the size of the failed area, excavation will be carried out by hand or 
by using the appropriate plant and machinery. 
 
The area should always be marked out and consideration of the plant and 
equipment to be used should be made. For example a loader with a bucket with a 
width of 1.5 metres would be inappropriate for excavating an area that is only 1 
metre wide and 1 metre long. 
 

 
 
Once you have excavated to a firm base and correct layer, you need to square 
up the crack, rut or hole by trimming the edges and removing any further 
materials that may have been loosened in the process. 
 
There should be defined edges to contain and support the fill materials and 
ensure that they adhere to the existing pavement material.  
 
Materials will then be placed and compacted as appropriate. 


